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Beam I_. 

The layout of the beam is shown in Fig. 1. A positron or 

electron beam of I2 GeV/c momentum with a spread of + 0.55% traverses 

a 15 cm liq?lid hydrogen target and is dumped into a shielding mass. 

At the target cell the spot was about 3 mm in diameter. The e+ or 

e- beam position d direction were kept to < 10 -4 an rad by checking 

the toroid position monitors P36 and 2Pl. Photons produced at an 

angle of 7.15 mrad pass throyLgh the collimators CO, Cl and C2 

(altogether 140 radiation lengths) and enter the 40" hydrc~en 

bubble chamber. Char- b,-d particles are removed by three s:~eepS.ng 

mamets, and t'ne low energy photon component is suppressed by one 

radiat<on l.ength of 1LthiLzl hydride placed in a ragnet-ic field. ?'he 

beam cross section at the bubble chamber xas 42 x 6.5 cm2. 
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scanned alternately. The photon flux and spectrum t\;ere determined 

by counting and measuri.ng e+e- pairs of energy above 100 MeV within 

tke event fiducial volume. In the e' pictures the nu.&er or pairs 

per picture was 14.6, in the e-, 1.2.4. The difference here is due 

Dzinly tg annihilation pairs which produce very little additional 

Obscuration of the photographs. 

All event tzxpol2giee, incl~king one and txo prong types (the 

lstter nay represent a three-pr.J:ng :,rith 2 very 10-d energy pro-ton), 
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weighted by a factor 0.9% to give same number of pairs betlceen 0.4 

GeV and 5.0 GeV that were found in \he ef spectrum. It can be seen 

that the Bremsstrahlung contribution 'in b‘oth cases agree well in 

spectral shape, so that the subtraction of Bremsstrahlung events 

from the eS. exposure can be made in an unambiguous way. 

The numbers of events found for the various topologies are 

shown in Table I, as well as the corrections applied for scanning 

efficiency, for events o-ut of beam, and for the difference in total 

Bremkstrahlung flz in the e -I- ad e- expos'clres. The scanning 

efficiency as calculated in the standard s;ay from t;;ro scans, is 

better than 9% averaced over all topologies. The croSs sections 

given in Table I for the variois topologies ha-\-e been calculated 

using the difference in numbers bei,~;een e+ and em' induced pairs 

ahove 5.0 GeV ar,d e cross section of lg.8 mb for pair production in 

hydrogen. lb 

The most abundant topology is that of the one-prongs, where &out 

8~~3 of the events are due to single pion production by photons below 

0.5 GeV. 3 Recause of this, the error on the o;le-prong cross Section 

at r(.5 GeV is rather large. In a3dit.icm, corrections had to be zz,de 

for a background of events noi; produced b> phoi-on S i., the beam. --L-Lii_ rp'- s c1 2 



that of the e+ exposure in the energy range 0.15 - 0.4 GeV, amounting 

to 2 standard deviations. Since only single pion production is 

present in this energy range, we can use the well knopm cross section 

to correct for this effect. The various corrections and final resdts 

are given in Table I. 

In the case of events with three or more prongs the situation is 

much more favorable because the threshold begins at higher photon 

energy, where the Er_,, U -1cstrahlung phIton flux is less, and the 7.5 GeV 

production cross section is substantial, as can be seen in Table I. 

Here the errors shobm include statistical uncertainty in t'ne nuLr?;,ers 

,of events and in the 3remsstrahi~ung fljlr normalization and Purthzr 

incI:ideS 32 estimate of the effect Zf a pc ssible difference in 
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O7P 
values with the vector dominance model which predicts for 

ti 
high energies 0 

YP 
to be approximately constant with a value of 

(110 +_ 10) pb.6 
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Figure Caoticns 

Figure 1 Layout of tine -positron annihilation beam used in 

.the experiment. 

Figure 2. Measured pair spectrlm for e+ - and e induced radiation. 

The e-' induced spectra is that actually ~easurei! 

while the e- has been norz~il.ized to haire a 

. 
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